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      Project Sheet                       Featuring: Come Away With Me

Designed by Annette Green 
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 each 8x8 Matchbook Box (#4500543) 
1 sheet of each paper from the Come Away With Me 
   collection (#4500914 thru 921) 8 total sheets
1 pack Journaling Chipboard (#4500928)
1 sheet Come Away With Me Stickers (#4500927)
5 each Shabby Chic Metal Keys (#4500839)
1 each Shabby Chic Metal Door Pull (#4500842)
1 sheet Heritage Kraft Sig. Series cardstock
1 sheet Dark Cashmere Sig. Series cardstock 
 *Core'dinations #'s GX-3100-09 & GX-3100-10  

Additional Supplies & Tools: 
½” Scor-Tape, tape runner and/or glue stick, strong 
liquid glue for metal, a piece of sturdy chipboard cut 
8½” x 8½” for the hinged cover piece (not thin like 
a cereal box, but not super thick either), brown ink 
pad and blending sponge, scissors, edge-distressing 
tool, piercing tool, sanding block, 1½” yards of thin 
jute twine.

Instructions:
1. Cut an 8 1⁄8” x 8 ¼” piece of Cosmopolitan paper and ink edges 
with brown ink. Cut apart two postcards from Globetrotter paper 
and crumple them to create wrinkles and tears. Smooth out then 
distress the edges carefully with scissors or edge-distresser tool. 
Ink edges of postcards and over the wrinkles to create a worn, 
vintage look. From Travel Odyssey, cut out two small postage 
stamp images, ink edges and adhere to the main postcard in 
upper right corner. Now adhere both postcards to floral paper as 
shown.

2. Adhere the unit from Step 1 into the matchbox. (Note, this box 
fits a certain way into the box’s sleeve, so make sure the flower 
print is upright when adhering.) Cut a 4” x 4” piece of Dark 
Cashmere cardstock, sand-distress the edges. Cut a 3 ¾” x 3 ¾” 
piece of Heritage Kraft cardstock, ink the edges and adhere to 
Dark Cashmere piece, then into the box near the center so vis-
ible when inside the sleeve.

3. Slide the box into the sleeve and ink all edges of the box.
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4. Cut two 2 ½” 
x 8 ¼” pieces of 
Heritage Kraft 
cardstock and 
score at 1 ¼” all 
the way down 
the strips. Ap-
ply Scor-Tape 
to both strips 
(avoiding the 
scored line) as 
shown. Fold one 
to create a V and 

the other an 
inverted V. 
These will be 
the hinges 
to the box’s 
cover flap.

5. Cut a 
piece of 
plain kraft 
chipboard 
8 ½” x 8 ½”. 

Peel the 
Scor-Tape 
from the 
V-folded 
strip’s left 
side only 
and adhere 
to the front 
of the chip-
board panel.

6. Flip the chipboard 
to the front side (the 
hinge should now be 
on the left with the 
Scor-Taped side face 
down). Cut an 8 ½” x 
8 ½” piece of Pleasure 
Trip paper and adhere to the chipboard cover. Cut four 
½” x 8 ½” strips from the striped side of Pleasure Trip 
paper. Miter the corners of the four strips. To miter 

the corners, overlap two pieces’ ends at 90 degrees. 
While holding them tightly, make one clean snip with 
scissors through the overlapped papers at a diagonal. 

You should 
get some-
thing like 
the previous 
photo. Ink all 
edges of all 
four strips 
and adhere 
to box cover 
as shown.

7. Cut four ¼” 
x 7 ½” strips 
of Dark 
Cashmere 
cardstock 

and carefully sand-distress them, miter corners, and 
adhere in place. Pierce two holes through the Shabby 
Chic Drawer Pull and the box’s cover and then insert 
brads to secure. (Note: for a sturdy fit, you can add a 
bit of strong glue first.)
8. Flip the cover 
face down. From 
the second kraft 
strip (inverted V) 
peel up the Scor-
Tape from the 
right side only and 
adhere to the chip-
board inside cover 
as shown.
9. Cut an 8 ½” x 8 ½” piece of Vintage Voyage paper. 
Edge-distress and ink-distress the edges (map side) 

and adhere 
to inside 
cover.
10. Cut apart 
the strips 
from Look 
Out World 
paper (pink 
with words, 
approx. ½” 
x 7 ¾” and 
travel im-
ages, approx. 
2 3⁄16” x 7 ¾”) 
and a 3 ½” x 
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7 ¾” piece of Cosmopolitan. Ink all edges. Adhere travel 
images strip first, working up from the bottom, start-
ing ½ inch from bottom and sides. Follow with other 
strips (see image below).

11. Cut train border sticker to 8 ½ inches. Lightly sand 
the edges of the border sticker and the Discover tab 
sticker then ink edges. (Note: sanding away the glossy 
coating of stickers allows ink to stay better). Adhere 
train border sticker across papers.

12. Sand the 
edges of the 
selected stick-
ers, then ink 
edges. Add a 
12-inch piece of 
jute twine to lug-
gage tag sticker, 
layer three 
ticket stickers 
as shown, then 
add foam tape 
to the back of 
luggage tag and 
"Look Out World" 
stickers. 

13. Cut a 6” x 4” piece of Dark Cashmere cardstock. 
Cut a 5 ¾” x 3 ¾” piece of Heritage Kraft cardstock 
then edge distress and ink-distress edges. Adhere 
both to page as shown. Adhere Discover tab sticker to 
top. And place the prepared stickers onto the page as 
detailed in the following image.

14. Fussy cut 
Come Away 
With Me oval 
and tickets/
postage, ink 
edges, then 
add foam tape 
to the back 
(detail in next 
image).

15. Ink edges 
of Come Away 
With Me chip-
board pieces, 
add keys, twine, and postage stamp sticker as shown. 
Add foam tape to the back of largest piece and blue  
button unit.

16. Adhere 
the fussy cut 
Come Away 
With Me oval 
to upper left 
area of cover 
(see next 
photo for 
detail). Then 
adhere chip-
board pieces 
to the lower 
right hand 
corner. Two 

keys are tied together with twine for the upper right 
corner. Adhere with strong glue and let dry.
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17. Make sure 
the sleeve is 
on the box 
then peel 
Scor-Tape 
from cover’s 
top flap and 
adhere to the 
left side of 
*THE BOX*

18. Open the 
cover then 
peel Scor-Tape 
from inner 
cover’s flap 
and press onto 
box’s front 
left edge as 
shown. (Tip: 
let the cover 
fold inward 
as you adhere 
the hinge flap 

rather than keeping it flat. This will help it open and 
close easily.)

19. Ink edges of Come Away With Me chipboard pieces 
and ticket sticker (shown next image). Add twine, key 
and brad to pieces. (Note: Pop out the inner circle from 
the largest chipboard piece to ink the edges, then pop 
back into place and secure with clear tape on the back 
side.) Add foam tape to back of blue button chipboard.

20. Sand-
distress 
DREAM 
stickers and 
two corner 
stickers, 
then ink  
edges. Ink 
edges of 
6 small 
chipboard 
circles. Cut 
five 1 ½” x 1” 
pieces (blue 
side) of Look 
Out World 
papers. 
Adhere the 
DREAM 
stickers then 
snip a “v” off 
the bottoms 
to create 
pennants. 
Ink edges.

21. Cut two vertical strips of Wanderlust paper at 8 
1⁄8” x 1 3⁄8” and two horizontal strips at 1 3⁄8” x 8 ¼”. 
Lay out the four strips of Wanderlust paper in front of 
you so that the printed pattern reads upright on each 
piece. Miter 
the corners 
(as you did 
in step 6). 
Ink edges of 
strips. Ad-
here to box. 
Cut two ver-
tical strips 
of Dark 
Cashmere 
cardstock 
at 5 7⁄8” x 
¼” and two 
horizontal 
strips at ¼” x 
6”. Carefully 
sand-distress 
the strips, lay them in place to check their lengths fit 
the box opening. (Two verticals are slightly shorter 
than the two horizontals.) Miter corners and adhere to 
box. Add corner stickers to upper right and lower left.
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22. Adhere DREAM pennants across upper left area of 
the opening, then adhere 6 chipboard circles as shown. 
Adhere ticket unit just below pennants. 

23. In lower right corner adhere largest chipboard 
piece with strong glue to inside edge of box, then add 
chipboard elements on front of box as shown. 

24. Cut two 1 ¾” x 8 ¼” strips from Travel Odyssey pa-
per (for bottom & top of box) and two more strips at 1 
¾” x 8 1⁄8” (for sides). Ink edges. Adhere to box exterior 
as shown.

Congratulations and enjoy!
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